Abstract-Simulation and Boolean satisfiability (SAT) checking are common techniques used in logic verification. This paper shows how simulation and satisfiability (S&S) can be tightly integrated to efficiently compute flexibilities in a multilevel Boolean network, including the following: 1) complete "don't cares" (CDCs); 2) sets of pairs of functions to be distinguished (SPFDs); and 3) sets of candidate nodes for resubstitution. These flexibilities can be used in network optimization to change the network structure while preserving its functionality. In the first two applications, simulation quickly enumerates most of the solutions while SAT detects the remaining solutions. In the last application, simulation efficiently filters out most of the infeasible solutions while SAT checks the remaining candidates. The experimental results confirm that the combination of simulation and SAT offers a computation engine that outperforms binary decision diagrams, which are traditionally used in such applications.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
OGIC synthesis transforms a Boolean network with the goal of improving its area, delay, power, testability, etc. While maintaining the required input-output global functionality of the network, it is possible to change the local function and local fanins of some nodes. The environment of a node determines the extent to which the node can be changed, resulting in the so-called flexibility of the node in the network. Several formalisms for computing these flexibilities have been proposed over the years, offering powerful analysis techniques to discover opportunities for network optimizations. The power of each formalism correlates with the complexity of the computation it requires. In this paper, we focus on three such formalisms, namely: 1) complete "don't cares" (CDCs) [22] ; 2) sets of pairs of functions to be distinguished (SPFDs) [31] ; and 3) node resubstitutions [14] . Traditionally, algorithms for these formalisms have been implemented using binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [1] , [5] and are computationally quite expensive in practice. We reformulated these problems using simulation and Boolean satisfiability (SAT), which led to improvements in the speed and practicality of the algorithms.
Simulation has always played an important role in testing and verification of digital designs. Its main advantage is that it catches many bugs quickly. However, it is practically an incomplete technique, because it is infeasible to simulate all possible patterns on large circuits. In contrast, SAT is able to prove, by efficient exploration of the search space, that a certain property always holds. Because of its exhaustive nature, SAT can be slow in solving large problems or many instances of small problems. Recently, remarkable progress in SAT algorithms [9] , [19] , [25] has made it possible to extend its range of applications.
The two methods, simulation and SAT (S&S), make a powerful combination, taking advantage of the strengths of each method. Simulation is fast at finding satisfying assignments or disproving the properties, thereby saving the runtime that SAT would need for exhaustive search. However, random simulation quickly saturates (stops turning out new assignments), at which point SAT can search for any remaining assignments. When the computational resources are intelligently divided among the methods, S&S becomes a formidable competitor to BDD-based approaches.
One reason why SAT outperforms BDDs in these logic synthesis applications is that, for many problems, construction of both BDDs and SAT requires, in the worst case, exponential time in the problem size. The BDD-based approach starts by constructing the canonical representation for the given functions. SAT starts by searching the solution space immediately while relying on the available circuit to represent the functions. Thus, SAT avoids the overhead of constructing the canonical representation. This overhead is too costly in many practical instances when the size of intermediate or final BDD is prohibitively large and dynamic variable reordering is inefficient or very slow. Similar arguments for the development of SAT-only combinational equivalence checkers are stated in [10] .
The main contribution of this paper is in formulating and presenting three algorithms, based on S&S, to compute flexibilities in multilevel Boolean networks. The flexibilities computed are CDCs, SPFDs, and resubstitution candidates. Experimental results show that S&S offers much more affordable runtimes than the earlier methods. This extends the scope and applicability of algorithms for network optimization.
0278-0070/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief background on Boolean networks, simulation, and SAT. The background on CDCs, SPFDs, and resubstitution, together with corresponding S&S-based algorithms to compute each of these flexibilities and the experimental results, are presented in Sections III-V, respectively. Section VI presents some relevant implementation details. Section VII concludes the paper and suggests possible directions for future work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Boolean Network
A Boolean network N is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) such that for each node i in N , there is a Boolean function f i and a Boolean variable y i , where y i = f i . A node i is a fanin of a node j if there is a directed edge {i, j} and a fanout if there is a directed edge {j, i}. A node i is a transitive fanin (TFI) of a node j if there is a directed path from i to j and a transitive fanout (TFO) if there is a directed path from j to i. The sources of the graph are the primary inputs (PIs) of the network; the sinks are the primary outputs (POs). The functionality of a node in terms of its immediate fanins is its local function. The functionality of a node in terms of the PIs of the network is its global function.
As with other logic optimization problems, when computing flexibilities of network nodes, we consider only acyclic combinational Boolean networks.
The following notation is used throughout the paper: X is the set of PIs, x is a particular PI variable; Y is the set of local inputs of a particular node, y is a particular local variable; and Z the set of POs, z a particular PO variable. g(X) and f (Y ) are, respectively, the global and local functions of a node.
B. Simulation
Simulation computes the values of the internal signals and POs of a network, given the values of the PIs. One round of simulation involves propagating one particular set of values through the network; its complexity is linear in the network size. Since we consider only combinational networks, there are no state variables.
We contrast two forms of simulation, namely: 1) random simulation, when values of the PIs are assigned randomly and 2) guided simulation, when PIs are assigned based on certain information, such as that provided by a SAT solver about assignments that prove or disprove a property. Only random simulation is used in the applications discussed in this paper.
As detailed below, we use two ways to control the amount of simulation performed, namely: 1) the static approach, where a fixed number of rounds of simulation is performed and 2) the dynamic approach, where simulation stops when no new solution is discovered after several rounds.
C. Satisfiability
Boolean SAT [19] , [25] is a process of proving that a given Boolean formula has a satisfying assignment. Although solving a general SAT problem is NP-complete in the problem size, many practical problems have properties, which dramatically reduce the complexity. For example, if a SAT problem is formulated for a circuit, using the circuit structure can reduce the problem complexity [27] .
The performance of SAT solvers has improved greatly in the last few years. State-of-the-art SAT solvers, such as those found in [9] , [10] , and [25] , are based on techniques that dramatically speed up exploration of the search space. The following are the most successful.
1) Nonchronological backtracking [19] : This is a way of exhaustively exploring the search tree more efficiently by skipping some branches. 2) Dynamic variable ordering [25] : The branching variable is determined by the dynamically updated "activity" of variables. Each time a variable participates in a conflict analysis, its activity is increased by a fixed amount. The activity counters are periodically divided by a constant to help focus the SAT search on recent conflicts. 3) Two-literal watching [25] : The clause database is organized in such a way that fewer clauses are visited when literals are assigned, and no clauses are visited when literals are unassigned.
In our applications, we are solving "bounded ALL-SAT" problems. The form of these problems is to determine all satisfying assignments of a formula ∃ x P (X, Y ), where X is the PI space, which grows with network size, and Y is the local input space, which has a fixed size. These are called ALL-SAT problems, because a SAT solver needs to enumerate the whole space of satisfying assignments. This increases the computational complexity compared to the classical SAT problem, which only requires one satisfying assignment. However, since the set Y of free variables is bounded, the asymptotic complexity is the same as in the classical SAT problem.
When used together with SAT, simulation filters out a significant number of satisfying assignments (infeasible candidates), leaving SAT to work only on the hardest ones. Therefore, solution enumeration based on S&S works well in practice, resulting in affordable runtimes for many benchmarks. The approach presented in this paper can be improved further by incorporating recently published efficient methods for solving the ALL-SAT problem [13] .
III. COMPUTING CDCS
Optimization of Boolean networks using don't cares plays an important role in technology independent logic synthesis and incremental resynthesis of mapped netlists. Traditionally, only satisfiability don't cares (SDCs) and compatible observability don't cares (CODCs) have been used [28] . CODCs form a subset of the CDCs (or complete flexibility [23] ) projected onto a node by its context in a multilevel network. It was shown experimentally [21] , [22] that the computation of CDCs is comparable in runtime and memory requirements to the computation of SDCs and CODCs, while the amount of flexibility is larger. This additional freedom offered by CDCs leads to an increase in optimization quality. A. Background Definition 3.1: A completely specified Boolean function (CSF) is a many-to-one mapping from n-dimensional (n ≥ 0) Boolean space into a one-dimensional space: {0, 1} n → {0, 1}. An assignment of n Boolean variables is called a minterm. A CSF has negative (positive) minterms, which correspond to the assignments, for which it takes a value of 0 (1). The union of positive and negative minterms is called the care minterms.
A don't care for a logic function is a minterm for which the function can take either 0 or 1 as a possible value. If there exists at least one such input combinations, the function is called an incompletely specified Boolean function (ISF). Such minterms are called don't care minterms. One ISF is said to be larger than another if it has more don't care minterms.
A CSF is compatible with an ISF (implements the ISF), if the CSF can be derived from the ISF by assigning either 0 or 1 to each don't care minterm.
Definition 3.2:
In Boolean logic, conjunctive normal form (CNF) is a method of standardizing and normalizing logical formulas. A logical formula is considered to be in CNF if and only if it is a single conjunction of one or more disjunctions of one or more literals. For example, the following formulas are in CNF:
The CDCs, or CF, of a node in the binary network, is the largest ISF (as a function of the node's fanins), whose don't care minterms represent conditions under which the output of the node does not influence the values produced by any of the POs of the network.
The CDCs include the SDCs, which arise because some combinations are not produced as the inputs of the node, and the observability don't cares (ODCs), which arise because under some conditions, the output of the node does not matter. Fig. 1 shows a situation when node F 1 has SDCs in the local space (d = 0 and e = 1) due to limited controllability, while node F 2 has ODCs (a = 1 and b = 1) due to limited observability.
CDCs are important for network optimization, because replacing the node's function by any CSF compatible with the ISF representing a node's CDCs does not change the functionality of the POs of the network. A key observation about CDCs is that they are not compatible, i.e., the POs of the network may produce incorrect values if CDCs derived for several nodes are used independently. In this sense, CDCs differ from CODCs [29] . However, if CDCs are computed and used immediately to optimize a node before continuing to another node, compatibil- ity is not required. In that case, whenever a CDC is computed for a node, it reflects all prior changes to other nodes.
B. Compute CDCs Using S&S
Don't care computations are traditionally performed in the context of the entire Boolean network, as exemplified by SIS [30] . In the case of CDCs, this approach is optimal in that it guarantees that the don't cares computed are the largest don't cares possible for a node in the network. However, the network may be too large, making the computation too expensive. In such cases, the computation can be restricted to a relatively small neighborhood subnetwork. The don't cares computed for the node in this subnetwork are complete for the subnetwork, but not for the entire network; thus, considering a larger subnetwork leads to a longer runtime but may result in more don't cares.
A windowing method has been developed to limit the subnetwork used for don't care computation to only a few levels of logic surrounding the node. A detailed discussion of this windowing method can be found in [24] . An important observation is that reconvergence is responsible for don't cares; hence, along with the TFIs and TFOs of the node, a window should contain all reconvergent paths that begin and terminate in the window. Of course, if the window extends all the way to include PIs and POs, the window CDC is equal to the CDC.
We refer to the window of a node constructed by including l i TFI logic levels and l o TFO logic levels as an l i × l o window. For example, Fig. 2 shows a 1 × 1 window for node n. The window's roots (top) and leaves (bottom) are shaded.
To compute CDCs using the whole network or a subnetwork derived by windowing, we construct a miter network, as shown in Fig. 3 . A miter [2] refers to a circuit whose output evaluates to 1 if and only if some property does not hold. The first network N represents the original network, while the second network N has an additional inverter added at the output of the given node. Comparing the POs of these networks detects when the change in the node's behavior influences the POs' functionalities. Thus
represents the care set in the global space. The ODCs of the node in the global space is the complement of the care set, given as
The local CDCs are computed by imaging the global ODCs into the local space. To this end, mapping M (X, Y ) is used, which uses the TFI of the node to relate the global and local spaces
This computation adds the SDC, M (X, Y ), to the already computed ODC, resulting in the CDC. Thus, (3) can be interpreted as follows: "A don't care minterm Y belongs to the CDC if it is either an SDC or an ODC for all assignments of the PI variables X." If external don't cares are available, they are added to the ODCs. CDCs can be computed by a straightforward application of BDD operations to (1)- (3), first deriving the global functions of the POs of the two networks, {g i (X)} and {g i (X)}, where the index i varies over the POs. Fig. 4 shows the pseudocode of the S&S-based CDC computation.
The top-level procedure CompleteDC takes node n and its context S given by the network (or by a window constructed for node n). Procedure ConstructMiter applies structural hashing [15] to the miter shown in Fig. 3 . The AND-INV graph (AIG) M is constructed in one depth-first search (DFS) traversal of the nodes in S, without duplication of the window. Random simulation is applied to the miter network. Each assignment of the PIs variables X, such that the output of the miter is 1, detects a care minterm of the node in terms of variables Y . These are put in the set C 1 . Only unique care minterms are collected. Bit-parallel simulation is performed until saturation, which is reached when m successive rounds of simulation (each consisting of 32 random patterns) do not identify any new local care minterms. In our implementation, we set m to 10. In practice, for most windows with 10-30 inputs, this approach requires about 50-100 rounds of simulation.
The CNF P is the conjunction of clauses derived from M and the complement of C 1 , the part of the care set already derived by random simulation. The CNF of M is derived using a wellknown technique, which adds three CNF clauses for each AND gates, e.g., the clauses added for gate ab = c are as follows: c + a; c + b; and a + b + c. The only other clause added to the CNF is the one asserting that the output of the miter is equal to one. Better techniques for translating AIG into CNF can be found in [37] , which will further reduce the runtime.
The SAT solver enumerates through the satisfying solutions C 2 of the resulting problem representing the remaining part of the care set. In practice, often, the SAT problem has no solutions (C 2 = 0). In such cases, SAT is only useful to prove the completeness of the care set derived by simulation.
Simulation and SAT effectively enumerate the minterms of the care set in the local space of the node. Therefore, it should be limited to nodes with roughly ten inputs or less, which is typically the case for most Boolean networks. If larger nodes exist, this limit can be enforced by decomposing the large nodes. The implementation can also be extended to return incomplete satisfying assignments, which correspond to cubes rather than minterms of the care set, similar to [13] .
C. Experimental Results
Both BDD-based and S&S-based methods for computing CDCs of a node in the context of both a window and the whole network were implemented in the package MVSIS [26] . The following experiments were done on a Windows XP computer with a 1.6-GHz central processing unit (CPU) and 1 GB of random-access memory (RAM), although less than 256 MB of RAM was needed for the largest benchmarks in Table I . The resulting networks were verified using a SAT-based verifier in MVSIS designed along the lines of [10] , [15] , and [18] . Table I compares the runtime of the don't care computations, using BDDs and S&S for windows of different sizes. The benchmarks used were the largest ITC'99 benchmarks [11] (b-files), the largest sequential circuits from the ISCAS benchmarks [40] (s-files), and the combinational logic extracted from cores of the PicoJava microprocessor [36] (pj-files). The second column of Table II gives the numbers of inputs, outputs, and latches in the selected benchmarks.
Three window sizes were considered (1 × 1, 2 × 2, and 4 × 4). In each case, the runtimes (in seconds) of the BDDbased computation ("BDDs") and the S&S-based computation ("S&S") are reported. It was formally verified that the CDCs computed in each case by BDDs and S&S using the same window were identical. The last row in Table I shows the average of the ratios S&S/BDD runtimes in all cases.
The measurements in Table I are not exactly comparable due to different pruning criteria employed by the two methods. One pruning technique uses window rescaling, which reduces the scope of a window if its size exceeds a predefined limit. For example, if a 4 × 4 window turns out to be too large, it is automatically replaced by a 3 × 3 window. For BDDs, the window is rescaled if it has more than 30 leaves or more than 15 roots, while for SAT, the window is rescaled if it contains more than 500 AND gates after structural hashing. Table I indicates that the S&S-based computations are faster and scale better than the BDD-based ones. For 1 × 1 windows, S&S is, on average, 20% faster, for 2 × 2 windows, over two times faster, while for 4 × 4 windows, over seven times faster. This ratio increases further with the window size. The larger the window, the more CDC flexibility for the node. Thus, window sizing provides a tradeoff between runtime and optimization potential.
It is worth noting that the combination of simulation and BDD does not benefit CDC computation. To compute the remaining care minterms not detected using simulation, the general BDD image computation is still needed, which is just as hard as computing all the care minterms. Table II shows the results of network optimization using the S&S-based flow for the benchmarks from Table I . These benchmarks are relatively large. As a result, BDD-based methods, full_simplify in SIS and mfs in MVSIS without windowing, cannot be applied.
The first column of Table II lists the benchmark names; the second column shows the numbers of inputs, outputs, and latches; the next three columns contain the numbers of literals in the factored forms in 1) the original benchmark after sweeping ("sweep"), 2) after applying mfs with 2 × 2 windowing ("mfsw22"), and 3) as part of a script ("script22"); the last two columns show the runtimes in seconds for the two optimization options. The script used in this experiment is script22. This is similar to script.rugged in SIS, with full_simplify (CODC computation implemented using BDDs) replaced by mfs with 2 × 2 windows (mfs-w 22, CDC computation using S&S). Table II demonstrates that the proposed don't-care-based optimization flow can be applied to large circuits. This is because the don't care computation is performed in a window, and is, therefore, local and does not depend on the circuit size. The overall runtime scales well with the problem size and is predictable; a rule of thumb is for mfs-w 22, the computation takes about 1 s per 3000 literals in the original netlist.
These two experiments demonstrate that, compared to the BDD-based approach, the proposed method enhances optimization quality, reduces runtime, and provides robustness and scalability for large problems. Thus, the computation of internal don't cares becomes more affordable and applicable to large industrial networks.
IV. COMPUTING SPFDS
SPFDs [31] , [39] express a different type of flexibility of nodes in a multilevel network. They offer greater flexibility than CDCs by allowing the node function and functions in its TFO to change. SPFDs contain CDCs as a special case but are not comparable with the notion of multioutput Boolean relations [38] . It has been proven [35] that "minimum" SPFDs provide more optimization power than CDCs [24] , rewiring [6] , and ATPG techniques [16] . Some interesting applications of the minimum SPFDs in logic synthesis include node optimization using the windowing concept proposed in Section III [34] , and combined rewiring and mapping during resynthesis optimizations [32] . This section proposes an efficient way of computing SPFDs using S&S applied to the circuit representation of Boolean functions.
A. Background
Consider two networks N and N with identical structure. Let X and X be their respective PIs, and Z and Z be their respective POs. For corresponding nodes n and n in network N and N , denote their output variables to be y and y and fanins Y and Y . Let the local and global functions at n and n be y = f (Y ), y = g(X) and y = f (Y ), y = g(X ), respectively. Definition 4.1: The global SPFD of node n, SPFD n (X, X ), specifies that the minterms in the care ON set of n have to be distinguished from the minterms in the care OFF set of n. An SPFD is a Boolean function over the product of PI spaces X × X and is computed as
Similarly, the local SPFD of node n is
For example, the local SPFD of a two-input OR gate is {(00,01), (00,10), (00,11)}, i.e., the OFF set minterm (00) has to be distinguished from all the ON set minterms (01, 10, 11). Intuitively, a pair of minterms (x, x ) belonging to the SPFD of a node can be thought of as an elementary unit of information distinguished by the node, while the total SPFD of a node (the set of pairs of input minterms that it can distinguish) represents the information processing capability of the node.
Definition 4.2:
A cut C of network N is a subset of nodes, such that every path from the PIs to the POs passes through at least one node in C.
Definition 4.3:
A cut C is redundant if there exists n ∈ C such that C \ n is a cut. Otherwise, the cut is irredundant.
Definition 4.4: Let C be an irredundant cut containing node n. C \ n is called a separator of n, denoted Sep(n).
Intuitively, information needs to propagate from PIs to POs, and a separator is a set of nodes such that the information (SPFDs) passing through them, combined with the information (SPFD) passing through node n, subsumes the information required at the POs. 
Sep 1 (n) is equivalent to Sep 2 (n) if the union of SPFDs of nodes in Sep 1 (n) is the same as the union of SPFDs of nodes in Sep 2 (n). Definition 4.6: The largest (smallest) separator of n, Sep max(min) (n), is the separator that dominates (is dominated by) all other separators of n.
The largest separator of n is composed of all PIs not in TFI(n), plus the nodes in TFI(n) that have a fanout outside TFI(n). The smallest separator is composed of all POs not in TFO(n), plus any node with a fanout to TFO(n) \ n. Intuitively, nodes located closer to the PIs have more information.
Definition 4.7:
The minimum global SPFD of n with respect to a separator σ = Sep(n), SPFD n σ (X, X ), is the set of pairs of minterms of the global SPFDs of the POs not contained in the SPFDs of nodes in the separator
Thus, minterm pair (x, x ) belongs to the minimum global SPFD of node n with respect to some separator σ if x and x are distinguished by at least one PO, but not by any of the nodes in σ. Intuitively, σ is a barrier through which information must flow to get to the PO ∈ TFO(n), and the minimum global SPFD is the information necessarily provided by n, not available at any node of σ. Note that the minimum SPFD is always defined with respect to a particular separator σ, however, use of the 
where M (X, Y ) and M (X , Y ) are mappings from the PI spaces X and X into the fanin spaces Y and Y of nodes n and n in networks N and N . Hence, the minimum SPFD of g 1 with respect to the largest separator is empty. However, the node is neither s−a−0 nor s−a−1 redundant. This is because nodes in the TFO of g 1 depend on the specific information flow through node g 1 .
The usefulness of a minimum SPFD is that the current function at a node n can be replaced by any function that contains the node's minimum SPFD. However, after the replacement, in order to preserve the functions of the POs, the functions on the output side of σ may need to be changed. The property of minimum SPFDs guarantees that the new functions of these nodes can always be derived. Note that the use of the largest separator has the maximum number of nodes that might have to be changed.
If a minimum SPFD of n is empty, then n does not provide any "useful" information that is not already supplied by other nodes in σ. Therefore, n can be removed, while other nodes can be resynthesized, keeping the network's behavior unchanged. The procedures for resynthesizing the nodes using their minimum SPFDs are described in [31] .
B. Computing SPFDs Using S&S
BDD-based SPFD computations limit the applicability of SPFDs to medium-sized circuits [31] . In [33] , an improvement was proposed, which computes SPFD of a node by putting together two copies of the logic cone of the node. The circuit representation of these cones is translated into CNF and given to the SAT solver enhanced with the capability to exhaustively enumerate the satisfying assignments. The set of all satisfying assignments produced by the SAT solver is the SPFD of the given node. Simulation was not used and the problem formulation was not tuned for SAT. As a result, although the method of [33] can handle larger circuits than previous approaches based entirely on BDDs, its runtime is also larger. In this paper, we propose a much more efficient algorithm to compute SPFDs using S&S applied to the circuit representation of Boolean functions, offering better runtimes than previous approaches and with application to larger circuits.
The minimum SPFD computation for a node begins by building a miter for the node. The following steps describe how the miter is constructed and used in the S&S-based minimum SPFD computations. 1) Construct the miter cone as shown in Fig. 6 . The miter cone feeds PIs X into the first network N and PIs X into the second network N . Identical separators σ of the nodes n and n are introduced in both networks. The POs are connected pairwise to form miter cone M1. The outputs of the nodes in the two separators are connected pairwise to form the miter cone M2. The output of M2 is one if and only if the separator can distinguish a PI minterm pair (x, x ). Finally, the M1 output is ANDed with the complement of the M2 output. As a result, the final output is one if and only if the POs of the network can distinguish (x, x ), but the separator cannot distinguish it. By construction, the final output is one only for the PI minterm pairs that belong to the minimum SPFD of n with respect to separator σ. 2) Perform simulation on the miter cone network. Assign random simulation vectors at the PIs and propagate them to the POs. Each pair of simulated minterms x and x in the PI space has a corresponding pair (y, y ) in the local space Y and Y . If the output of the network is one, then (y, y ) belongs to SPFD n σ (Y, Y ). A static simulation model is used where a fixed number of patterns are simulated. We found that simulating 512 random patterns works well for most benchmarks. 3) Convert the miter cone network into a SAT instance.
The local SPFD minterms (in Y , Y ) already computed (which belong to the minimum SPFD) are complemented and added to the SAT instance as blocking clauses, and SAT is used to enumerate through the remaining satisfying (Y, Y ) assignments. When SAT returns "unsatisfiable," the complete minimum SPFD of the node is obtained. Some practical applications require checking the equivalence of the SPFDs of two separators, or of two multioutput networks with the same PIs but possibly different POs. To check the equivalence of SPFDs of the networks, it is enough to construct for each network a miter similar to miter M1 in Fig. 6 . The outputs of the miters are combined using an additional EXOR gate. The resulting "miter of miters" is constant 0 if and only if the multioutput networks have the same SPFDs. The problem can be solved using an SAT solver.
C. Experiment Results
Both the S&S-based and BDD-based computations of the minimum SPFDs for the smallest separator were implemented in SIS [30] . The smallest separator is more useful for network optimization, because it allows for a more efficient control of changes performed on the network after resynthesis of the node. These changes are limited to the TFO of the node resynthesized. A detailed discussion about limiting the area of change and modifications to the fanouts even further can be found in [31] .
For S&S, the SPFD miter was generated for each node in the circuit and the minimum local SPFD computed. The BDDbased computation used BDDs exclusively, including building the global SPFDs of the PO nodes and the nodes of the separator, constructing the minimum global SPFD of the node, and the image computation.
In most examples, the limiting factor using BDDs was the construction of the minimum global SPFD of the node. This implies that a combination of simulation and BDDs is not suitable for computing the minimum SPFDs. Even if all the minterm pairs in a minimum SPFD can be enumerated using simulation, the BDD-based computation for ensuring the completeness of the minimum SPFD computation could still encounter the same blowup problems.
The experiments were performed on a 400-MHz UltraSparc II with 4.0 GB of RAM. Table III compares the S&S-based and the BDD-based computations of the minimum SPFDs for each node in the network. Columns 1 and 2 report the name of the benchmark and the number of nodes, respectively. Since the BDD-based computation cannot be applied to very large circuits, we used a randomly selected subset of medium-sized MCNC benchmarks. Columns 3 and 4 report the runtimes in seconds for the BDD-based and the S&S-based implementations, respectively. The overall time limit was set to 4000 s for each circuit. The gain in runtime ration (BDD/S&S) is reported in Column 5. Thus, S&S demonstrates an average performance improvement of at least 23× compared to BDDs.
In general, the improvement due to S&S is even larger, since the runtime of the BDD-based implementation for some of the larger circuits exceeds the timeout limit. The BDD-based implementation is very slow for large circuits, and, hence, limitations on the size of the intermediate BDDs had to be introduced. The largest size to which an intermediate BDD was allowed to grow was set to 50 000 nodes. To attempt a similar limitation on the SAT solver, the maximum number of backtracks was set to 200. If the resource limit (size of BDD or number of SAT backtracks) is reached in computing the SPFDs of a node, the program abandons its computation and moves on to a different node until the total 4000-s runtime limit is reached. The number of network nodes for which these resource limits were reached is reported in Columns 6 and 7 for BDDs and S&S, respectively. In addition, Column 6 includes the number of nodes that could not be processed when the total runtime of the BDD-based computation exceeded the 4000-s timeout. These numbers clearly demonstrate that the S&S-based computation can process a larger number of nodes than the BDD-based implementation for the same benchmark, even though we put a limit on the number of SAT backtracks.
It is worth pointing out that the current implementation of the algorithm cannot be applied to sequential circuits, which tend to have more shorter paths with smaller support set. As a result, the BDD-based method may not suffer as much when applied to sequential circuits. However, we feel that S&S will still perform better than BDD. We hope to collect supporting results in our future work.
The results in Table IV summarize the contribution of simulation to the S&S-based minimum SPFD computation. Column 1 reports the name of each circuit. Column 2 reports the total number of minterm pairs in the minimum SPFDs of the nodes in the circuit. The number of minterm pairs identified by simulation is reported in Column 3. The runtimes of simulation and SAT in the S&S-based implementation are presented in Columns 4 and 5, respectively. The results show that simulation can identify about 40% of all minterm pairs in a minimum SPFD and contributes to a good fraction of the total runtime. Thus, simulation plays a significant role in the S&S-based minimum SPFD computation.
The two experiments demonstrate that S&S is better suited than a pure BDD-based algorithm for the efficient computation of minimum SPFDs, especially for large circuits. In addition, we repeat that a combined simulation and BDD-based algorithm would suffer from a lot of the disadvantages of a pure-BDD-based algorithm, because the primary bottleneck in the minimum SPFD computation is in computing the global SPFDs   TABLE IV  CONTRIBUTION OF SIMULATION TO S&S-BASED MINIMUM  SPFD COMPUTATION of the separator nodes and the PO nodes. Another advantage of the proposed method is that the efficient use of minimum SPFDs opens up the possibility of their use in an optimization framework for realistic designs. In previous work, only subsets of the minimum SPFD could be used for optimization. Future work might investigate the impact of the added flexibility provided by the minimum SPFDs in optimization framework.
V. COMPUTING RESUBSTITUTIONS
Resubstitution plays an important role both in technologyindependent [30] as well as technology-dependent [17] logic synthesis. This section describes an S&S-based algorithm to compute sets of nodes for Boolean resubstitution. In particular, we focus on speeding up resubstitution used in the resynthesis flow of [14] .
A. Background
Definition 5.1: Resubstitution of a node in a network replaces the node's local function by a new local function, which depends on a different set of fanins, but does not alter the global functionality of the node.
Resubstitution can be used to restructure the network to minimize delay, area, routeability, etc. Delay can be improved if the new fanin(s) arrive earlier and routeability can be improved if they are closer than those replaced. Area can be improved if after resubstitution, some of the old fanins of the node have no fanouts and, therefore, can be removed from the network.
The existence of a resubstitution is closely related to the concept of functional dependency [12] . Resubstitution functions can also be computed using interpolation [20] . The definitions and the theorems below are taken from [12] . We give a new computation procedure that relies on S&S rather than BDDs, as in [12] .
Definition 5.2: Given node n with global function g(X) and nodes m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m k with global functions y m 1 (X), nodes m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m k can resubstitute node n if the global function of n can be expressed as
where 
Thus, resubstitution is possible if and only if the distinguishing power of g (output) is not greater than the union of the distinguishing powers of all the functions y mj (inputs). 
If this property holds, then any function
) with the above incompletely specified function (represented by its ON set and OFF set) can be a new resubstitution function for node n. Fig. 7 . Minimizing this ISF, we derive the simplest resubstitution function for node n using candidates y 1 and y 2 : g = y 1 ∨ y 2 = ab ∨ abc.
B. Computing Resubstitution Using S&S
Given a node and a set of resubstitution candidate sets derived using the structural support of g(X), the goal is to determine those candidate sets that can be used for resubstitution. The following steps describe the computation of feasible candidate sets. 
C. Experimental Results
S&S-based and BDD-based resubstitution algorithms were implemented in the resynthesis package used to improve the quality of standard-cell technology mapping in MVSIS [26] . The experiments were run on a Pentium 4 computer with a 1.8-GHz CPU and 512 MB of RAM. Several randomly selected large benchmarks from MCNC [40] , ITC [11] , ISCAS [4] , and PicoJava [36] benchmark suites demonstrate the applicability of the proposed algorithm to a large variety of circuits. The benchmarks were read into MVSIS followed by technology mapping [7] , using a gain-based standard-cell library derived from mcnc.genlib [30] , by ignoring the load-dependent part of the delay. Next, the netlist was resynthesized to reduce area, with a total runtime limit of 3 min taken for all nodes in the network. During the resynthesis step, the runtime of S&S-based and BDD-based resubstitution was compared. The resubstitution runtimes include only the time to derive the final valid candidate sets, but not the time to select the initial candidate sets or to perform the actual resubstitution after a valid set is chosen. The results of both computations are verified against each other. Table VI contains the experimental results. Columns 1 and 2 list the names and the characteristics of each benchmark. Column 3 lists the runtime of the BDD-based approach. Columns 4, 5, and 6 list the runtimes of the S&S-based approach (simulation, SAT, and total, respectively). Table VI shows an average 29× performance improvement of the S&S-based approach compared to the BDD-based approach.
To give more insight into the S&S-based resubstitution in these experiments, additional statistics are given in Table VII . Column 2 gives the total resynthesis runtime. Since the runs were limited to 3 min, resynthesis did not complete for benchmark b17. However, the area improvements and the total number of resubstitutions are valid. Column 3 is the percentage of area improvement due to resynthesis. The total number of sets of candidates considered (over all nodes) is reported in Column 4. Column 5 (DSIM) and Column 6 (DSAT) give the percentages of the candidate sets that were filtered out by simulation and SAT, respectively. Column 7 (PSAT) reports the percentages of the candidate sets that SAT proved useful for substitution. The last column (USAT) is the percentage of candidate sets not proved by SAT due to a resource limit on the number of backtracks. Table VII shows that an average 94% of the candidate sets are filtered out by simulation, indicating that simulation plays a significant role in this application of S&S.
Tables VI and VII together demonstrate the power of S&S for solving a computationally hard problem in logic synthesis. We also performed an experiment to compute resubstitutions using simulation and BDDs (S&B), instead of SAT. BDDs are used to check the validity of the remaining 6% candidate sets after simulation, in contrast to Table VI, where BDDs are used to check all candidate sets. Table VIII contains the runtime information. Column 2 is the common simulation runtime, used in S&S and S&B. SAT and BDD runtimes are given in Columns 3 and 4, respectively. Column 5 shows the performance improvement between SAT and BDDs. On the set of 17 benchmarks, SAT wins in 12 cases, mostly in larger circuits. The average SAT/BDD runtime ratio is 0.79, demonstrating that SAT wins over BDDs in performance alone, without the advantages of simulation.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. Simulation
The more efficient simulation is, the larger is the part of the search space it covers in a short time, leaving SAT to work on the remaining part. To ensure efficient simulation, in our implementation, we employed the following techniques.
1) Using AIGs [15] as our network representation. AIGs are compact and homogeneous. Simulating an AIG node involves bitwise operations on the simulation information of the fanins. 2) Performing simulation in a bit-parallel fashion, that is, simulating 32 or 64 minterms simultaneously. 3) Allocating memory for storing the simulation information in one large memory array. The nodes as well as the chunks of memory associated with the nodes are ordered topologically in a DFS order. This reduces the number of cache misses and improves the speed of simulationintensive applications. 4) In CDC computation, simulation stopped upon saturation, i.e., no care minterm turns up after a fixed number of simulation rounds. In computing SPFD and node resubstitution, however, a static simulation scheme was used. This was done because it is simple and works quite well in practice. Both bit-parallel simulation and AIGs lead to a significant speedup in computation. The impact of controlling the amount of simulation depends on each problem instance, but the above general principles work for a variety of applications and benchmarks.
Simulation is an efficient technique, because, in most applications, it has a linear complexity in the size of the circuit and in the number of patterns simulated. In one of the applications, computation of SPFDs, simulation has a worst case quadratic complexity in the number of patterns, because pairs of simulation patterns must be considered. In practice, the worst case complexity is reduced by computing equivalence classes of simulation patterns. Two patterns belong to the same class if they produce the same values at all POs. When we compute the SPFDs, we considered only pairs of patterns inside each equivalence class. This reduced the number of pairs considered, but the complexity is still higher than linear. This observation explains why the impact of simulation on the runtime of S&S is less pronounced for SPFDs, compared to other applications.
B. Satisfiability
The SAT solver used in these applications was implemented using an "extensible SAT solver," MiniSat [8] . MiniSat is very efficient despite its small size [600 lines of C++ code written without a standard template library (STL)]. In our experiments, it outperformed several popular SAT solvers. Moreover, the implementation of MiniSat is easy to understand and modify, in complete agreement with the intention of its developers.
For the applications described in this paper, MiniSat was modified to treat satisfying assignments similar to how conflicts are treated. In this case, when a new assignment is found, it is added to the list of satisfying assignments, and a blocking clause is generated, which prevents it from appearing again. After this, a nonchronological backtracking is performed to the lowest level allowed by the blocking clauses. This technique makes enumeration of satisfying solutions more efficient, compared to an implementation that restarts the solver at the topmost level each time a new satisfying assignment is found.
A new SAT instance is constructed for each new problem, such as computing the don't cares for a node or checking resubstitution using a subset of nodes. The variables and clauses are added to the solver in the order corresponding to a DFS order of nodes in the network or the window considered. No static variable ordering was used, because MinSat [8] dynamically determines a good variable ordering by applying the variable state independent decaying sum (VSIDS) heuristic [25] . This heuristic focuses the solver on the relevant parts of the search space and is relatively cheap to realize. In our experiments, updating variable activities and computing next branching variable took about 20% of the solver runtime.
C. Integration of Simulation and SAT
The information from the simulation to the SAT solver is passed using additional SAT clauses. In the naïve implementation, each pattern found by simulation is transformed into a clause and added to the solver. In this case, the number of additional clauses can be close to the number of minterms in the input space. If the input space of a problem is large (say, ten inputs), it leads to a large number of clauses, which consume memory and slow down the solver. This motivates the need to compact the additional clauses.
In our implementation of CDC computation, the clauses are compacted by deriving the Boolean function of all satisfying assignments found by simulation, transforming this function into an irredundant sum of product (ISOP) [8] , [21] , and deriving the clauses from the ISOP using DeMorgan's rule. This led to a substantial speedup in SAT. In the other two applications (SPFDs and resubstitution), the improved implementation did not give an advantage over the naïve one.
Depending on the application, the role of simulation and SAT in solving the problem is different. Typically, a problem can be solved with SAT alone without simulation at the cost of increases in runtime. Among the three applications considered, SPFD computation is the least sensitive to using simulation. Disabling simulation for SPFDs increases runtime roughly by 50% on average. In the other applications, CDCs and resubstitution, the runtime of SAT-only solution typically increases an order of magnitude or more compared to the runtime of S&S.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Flexibilities in a Boolean network can be computed and used to transform logic functions of nodes without changing the PO functions. This process leads to more optimization, compared to that based on faster but suboptimal algebraic methods [3] . Although several formalisms for modeling flexibilities are known, the computational cost is often very high, which makes the computations impractical for mainstream logic synthesis. In this paper, we revisited three algorithms for computing flexibilities, CDCs, SPFDs, and resubstitutions, and proposed more efficient formulations and implementations based on simulation and Boolean SAT. Experimental results show that the new implementations are significantly better than the previous ones based on BDDs. The following observations can be made.
1) In computing CDCs, S&S is, on average, 20% faster than BDDs for 1 × 1 windows, over two times faster for 2 × 2 windows, and over seven times faster for 4 × 4 windows. This ratio increases further with the window size. 2) In computing SPFDs, S&S is, on average, at least 23 times faster than BDDs. 3) In computing resubstitutions, S&S is, on average, 29 times faster than BDDs. Even if simulation is coupled with the BDD-based computation, SAT still outperforms BDDs. Future work may include developing new applications of CDCs and SPFDs in technology-independent optimization and technology mapping. Several improvements to the windowing algorithm will be investigated, which will allow for more flexibilities to be computed with smaller computational effort. Another interesting application is to develop an efficient S&S-based algorithm for negation and permutation of inputs, negation of outputs (NPN) matching of large Boolean functions for which BDD cannot be constructed.
